
 
Report of:  Head of Environmental Development 
                                                                                        
To:   Executive Board    
 
Date:   21st April 2008      Item No:     
 
Title of Report :  Getting our House In Order (The Oxford City Council 
Carbon Management Strategy and Implementation Plan) 
 

 
Summary and Recommendations

Purpose of report:  Oxford City Council has just completed the 10-month 
period of consultancy awarded from the Carbon Trust to produce a Carbon 
Management Strategy and Implementation Plan (SIP) – “Getting our House in 
Order”. The SIP maps out a road to a low carbon future – saving energy costs 
and reducing carbon emissions for the council through establishment of a 
robust Carbon Management Programme. The SIP has met all of the criteria 
required by the Carbon Trust and now needs to be formally adopted by EB.  
 

 
Key decision: Yes 
 
Portfolio Holder: Cllr van Zyl 
 
Scrutiny Responsibility:  Environment 
 
Ward(s) affected: All 
 
Report Approved by  
Portfolio Holder: Cllr van Zyl 
Legal: Jeremy Thomas 
Finance:  Andy Collett 
 
Policy Framework: To reduce carbon dioxide emissions associated with our 
own buildings and operations by at least 25% by 2010 (on a 2005 baseline) 
and 3% year on year after 2010. 

 
Recommendations: EB to: (1) formally adopt the Carbon Management 
Strategy and Implementation Plan (SIP) as attached, (2) note that all 
departments across the council will need to make sustained efforts to achieve 
the delivery of the SIP and ensure targets are met, (3) support ongoing 
development of the Strategy and Implementation Plan.  
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x
Name of Strategic Director or Business Manager

x
Name of Committee

x
Date of meeting

emace
Field to be completed by Committee Services

x
Title of report

x
To.... (insert one or two sentences explaining what the report seeks to achieve)

x
Yes/No – only applicable to Executive functions.  Say if not applicable.In financial terms a key decision is one that is likely to result in the Council incurring expenditure or the making of savings that are significant with regard to the Council's budget for the related service or function.The guidance figures for significant items in financial terms are £150,000 for General Fund or £200,000 for Housing Revenue Account. In more general terms a key decision is one that is likely to be significant in terms of its effect on communities living in an area comprising two or more Wards in the Council's area

x
Only applicable to Executive functions - there may be more than one.  Say if not applicable.

x
Identify which of the scrutiny committees has this function within its terms of reference – there may be more than one.

x
There may be more than one.

x
Identify the parts or sections of any plans or strategies adopted by the Council which the report either implements or is consistent with.  If there is no such policy or strategy say there is none.

x
These should be clear and concise and be identical to those at the end of the report. They should capture all the decisions the report author wishes the minute to reflect.  Authors should not “seek members’ views” but recommend a definite course of action.



1. Please refer to the EB report of 5th November “Oxford City Council 
Carbon Management Programme update” for full background to this 
project.  

 
2. A 10-month period of consultancy, awarded from the Carbon Trust, to 

allow Oxford City Council to map out a road map to a low carbon future 
for its buildings and operations, has now been completed. It has 
demonstrated that large savings in energy, costs and carbon emissions 
are possible.  

 
3. The specific focus of the resulting Strategy and Implementation Plan 

(SIP) is how to achieve the key target set within the Climate Change 
Action Plan of reducing carbon dioxide emissions associated with our 
own buildings and operations by 25% by 2010/11 (compared to 
2005/6), and 3% year on year reduction thereafter.  

 
4. This is “getting our house in order” - and allows us to provide 

credible and effective wider leadership to local businesses, 
communities and households in reducing the overall carbon footprint of 
Oxford City. 

 
5. The SIP will help to embed carbon management and climate change 

Best Practice into policy and practice throughout the council, and to 
have structures in place that enable effective decision-making on and 
delivery of carbon reduction initiatives.  

 
Monitoring and reporting 

6. Executive Board – Interim report to EB in November each year with an 
update on progress with SIP, to input to following year’s budgeting 
process. This short high-level summary report will cover projects 
underway, technologies installed, expected and actual energy/financial 
savings, problems/roadblocks to progress etc.  

 
The Carbon Management Strategy and Implementation Plan will be 
reviewed and updated annually by the Carbon Management Team and 
Carbon Management Board to assess progress on targets and status of 
implementation. An annual report will be presented to the Executive 
Board in June each year. 

 
Progress on individual projects (as listed in the Individual Actions: 
Appendix A of the SIP) will be reported to the Carbon Programme Team 
every two months at Carbon Management Team meetings by individual 
Project owners. 
 
 

Carbon Trust sign-off 
7. The SIP has met all the criteria required by the Carbon Trust and 

extremely positive feedback has been received: “There are those that 
can and those that do. Local authorities can contribute significantly to 
reducing CO2 emissions. The Carbon Trust is very proud to support 
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Oxford City Council in their ongoing implementation of carbon 
management”. 

 
Recommendations 

8. EB to: (1) formally adopt the Carbon Management Strategy and 
Implementation Plan (SIP) as attached, (2) note that all departments 
across the council will need to make sustained efforts to achieve the 
delivery of the SIP and ensure targets are met, (3) support ongoing 
development of the Strategy and Implementation Plan. 

 
 
Name and contact details of authors:  
Paul Spencer, Climate Change Officer, Environmental Health, Ramsay 
House, tel. 01865 252238; e-mail: pspencer@oxford.gov.uk 
Paul Robinson, Sustainable Energy Officer, Environmental Health, Ramsay 
House, tel 01865 252541; e-mail: probinson@oxford.gov.uk 
 
Background papers:  
Carbon Management Strategy and Implementation Plan - attached 
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x
Name, telephone number and email

x
These are any documents relied upon or drawn from in writing the report. If that document is already in the public domain (e.g. legislation, government guidance or a previously published committee report) they do not need to be listed here. Say if there are no background papers.


